A permanent group is a group of nonsingular matrices on which the permanent function is multiplicative. We consider only permanent groups which contain the group of nonsingular diagonal matrices. If the underlying field is infinite of characteristic zero or greater than n, then each such permanent group consists only of matrices in which exactly one diagonal has all nonzero entries.
A permanent group is a group of nonsingular matrices on which the permanent function is multiplicative. One example is 3>"(F), the group of nonsingular n X« diagonal matrices over the field F. Marcus and Mine [3] conjectured that A", the groups of «xn matrices of the form PD where P is a permutation matrix and D e 9n(F) is a maximal permanent group. In this conjecture the field F was not specified and the first author [1] verified the conjecture for the field of complex numbers. In this paper we consider the set 3^n(F) of those permanent groups which contain @n(F), and characterize ^n(F) when Fis an infinite field with char F-0 or >«.
In [2] we defined the sets/n(F) of all« x« matrix groups G of nonsingular matrices over F satisfying:
(i) 2¿>n(F)<G, and (ii) A, BeG implies A ° BT e S>" (F) where "»" denotes the Hadamard product. Here, we are also concerned with the set ¥¡ n(F) of «x« nonsingular matrix groups over F such that Yet another set of matrix groups is Sn{F), consisting of all groups of nxn nonsingular matrices over F such that:
(i) 3n{F)^G, and (ii) A e G implies A has a unique nonzero diagonal where, by an abuse of language, nonzero diagonal shall mean every entry of the diagonal is nonzero.
If A is any «x« matrix with at least one nonzero diagonal we define PA{QA) to be any one of the permutation matrices such that PAA{AQA) has nonzero main diagonal. The number of nonzero entries in row i (columny) of a matrix B will be denoted by r¿{B) {c¡{B)). The (/,/) entry of the product of several matrices A, B, C will be denoted {ABC)U. The set {1, • • • , n} will be denoted by [n] and throughout n> 1.
Theorem.
If F is an infinite field and char F=0 or >n then 0"n{F) = Mn{F)=Vn{F).
We demonstrate the inclusions %n{F)<=, 0"n{F), ^n{F)^^n{F), and '36'n{F)<^'t$n{F) in Propositions 1, 3, and 6 respectively with varying restrictions on F. The hypothesis of our theorem implies the hypotheses in each of these propositions. Choosing QA so that (^Ô.Ai^i^,) and (AQj)a = ai<,a) we find that max{c1LßßjB)|.S e G}^2 and so r = max{c1(B1)\B e G}^2 in ZfgB=(Ij B°). Let Te G satisfy <:1(7'1) = max{c1(Ä1)|Ä £ G} where 7\ is the upper left-hand block in the decomposition is /"!n¿=i Unwind) which is nonzero for char F=0 or char F>n^.r. Since Fis an infinite field there is a nonzero a e Fsuch that £(<x)#0. This contradicts the supposition that some G e ¿Pn(F) contains a matrix with more than one nonzero diagonal. Proof. Let G be a maximal group in ¿8n{F). For very A eG there is exactly one permutation matrix QA such that AQA has nonzero main diag- Since H contains ¿/\{F) the matrix E is in H so has nonzero main diagonal entries. Therefore E has at least 2 nonzero diagonal entries, contradicting G e ätirl{F). Hence H e ,stfn(F). If A e //then A=BQB for some B eG and has a nonzero main diagonal. Thus any PAP'1 with P e K has a nonzero main diagonal; i.e., Q¡>A¡-i=/ so that PAP-' = PAP-1Ql,Al.-l e H. Thus (PHP-l\P e K)e.p/tl{F), completing the requirements for G e Y>'"(/■").
